
Protect your paintwork and interior for life
GardX Vehicle Protection System



•• Maintains a high-gloss showroom finish, wash after wash

•• Guards your paintwork and interior

•• Protects the future retail value of your vehicle

•• Enhances safety and visibilty in wet driving conditions

•• Provides a transferable Lifetime Guarantee for paint, leather and fabrics*

* There is an administration fee to pay to transfer  
the Lifetime Guarantee

THE BENEFITS

* Terms and Conditions apply

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 



In today’s harsh environment your vehicle’s exterior paintwork is exposed to 
a number of pollutants, whilst accidental spillages can spoil your car’s interior. 
From bird droppings to UV rays, detergent to acid rain, regular surface 
erosion means that your vehicle needs extra protection if you want it to retain 
that showroom-like appearance

And it’s not just your paintwork that’s under threat. Airborne dirt transferred 
by you, your family and pets into your car, means that your interior is at risk 
from staining too

THE PROBLEM



It’s not a wax polish; it’s a protective barrier!

Modern wax polishes simply do not last. Every time you wash your car with 
strong detergent cleaners, you’re also washing away a layer of protection.

The GardX Vehicle Protection System with Nanotechnology forms a 
highly resillient protective coating over your paintwork that shields it from 
environmental pollutants and provides as pectaculer high gloss showroom 
finish that retains its appearance wash-after-wash. You may never need to 
polish your car again!

The GardX System also guards your vehicle’s interior insuring that your seat 
fabrics and carpets will resist staining and that leather is protected and they 
will remain soft and supple like new for years.

The GardX Vehicle Protection System provides valuable protection for your 
vehicle, enhances its future re-sale value and comes with the assurance of a 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE.

THE SOLUTION



If you look at the paintwork of a new or used vehicle under a microscope you 
will see lots of imperfections, known as ‘castellations’. As your vehicle’s paint 
ages these castellaions attract all manner of environmental polutants that 
degrade the paint causing oxidation and fading. The GardX paint protection 
system, permanently etches an invisible layer of powerful and durable sealant 
into the surface of the paintwork, filling in the castellations and creating a 
super-smooth, high-gloss, ultra-protective finish.

The GardX Vehicle Protection System is for professional application only and 
is applied in two stages as follows

THE SOLUTION

A preseal formulation that penetrates into the molecules of the 
paintwork preparing it for sealing with Satge 2.

Permanently bonds to Stage 1, creating a high-gloss protective 
coating over the paintwork, like a second skin that resists attack 
and contamination.

Manufactured under a quality management system accredited to ISO9001

STAGE 1:

STAGE 2:2
1

Chemical physical elements

Harmful elements attack surface of paintwork

PROTECT
Protected paintworkUnprotected paintwork
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STAGE 2



Stain Guard. Stain Guard is a hi-tech formulation that coats each individual 
fabric fibre with an invisible barrier that protects against liquid spills, dirt, 
grease, oil and grime. Liquid spillage either passes straight through the 
weave without staining or simply beads-up and can be removed by wiping off 
with a clean cloth or vacuuming away.

Leather Guard. If you have a leather interior, GardX’s exclusive Leather 
Guard treatment will help protect the hide against stains, dirt and liquid spills; 
and at the same time moisturises the leather to retain that supple new look.

INTERIOR PROTECTION



And the benefits don’t stop there.

Glass Guard. Safety Feature. Creates a far safer driving environment by 
coating the windscreen with a formulation that repels rain and causes it to 
bead and aerodynamically run-off.  Your area of vision dramatically improves 
by keeping glass free of rain, snow, frost, salt, dirt, bugs and grit. Glass 
Guard is suitable for all glass surfaces. 

Tyre Guard. Safety Feature. If one of your vehicle tyres puncture, GardX has 
the solution. Just connect Tyre Guard to the tyre’s valve, depress the actuator 
and Tyre Guard will re-inflate the tyre and repair the puncture. A quick, safe 
and simple temporary repair.  
GardX Tyre Guard should not be used in run flat tyres.

Bird Dropping Removal. GardX Bird Dropping Remover will soften and 
neutralise droppings allowing them to be removed quickly and easily. It will 
also restore protection to the affected area and it is recommended that the 
Bird Dropping Remover is kept in your car ready for use.

Alloy Wheel Cleaner. GardX Alloy Wheel Cleaner quickly and efficiently 
removes stubborn deposits from alloy wheels. It’s high performance formula 
rapidly dissolves traffic film and brake dust without the need for excessive 
scrubbing – leaving wheels sparkling clean. GardX Alloy Wheel Cleaner will 
 not cause damage to wheel trims, driveways or concrete garage flooring.

The GardX Vehicle Protection System has achieved British Standard EN  
ISO 2812-5:2007.

Contents of Customer Take Home Packs may vary.

The GardX Vehicle Protection System can only be purchased from and 
applied by an authorised Dealer. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES



Email: info@gardx.co.nz  |  www.gardx.co.nz  |  Freephone: 0800 242 739

LIFETIME GUARANTEE


